Abstract. k-trees are I special class of perfect elimination grap% which arise in the study of sparse linear systems. We present four simple ch,&r.xterizations of k-trees involving cliques, paths, and separators.
Introduction
&trees are a special class of Michigan graphs, I that is, graphs Ii: = (X, E), where X is a nonempty finite set of vertices and E is a se& ;:f pairs of distinct vertices called ed '9s. Recalling th& a clique in e;' as a nonempty subset of vertices each distinct pair of which is an edge of G, k-trees are defined recursively as follows. A k-tree on k vertices is a graph whose verte:: set is a clique on k vertices (k-clique); and given any k-tree Tk(I.1) on i"l vertices, a k-tree on 12 + 1 vertices is obtain& when the (n + 1)st vertex is made adjacent to each vertex of a k-clique in Tkin).
Let Tk (n) = (.y, E) be a k-tree on n vertices and let X = (-'ii) := ! , where Xi is the vertex added to the k-trek: Tk (i-I ) to produce the ktree Tk (i), i > k, (Xi) f= 1 the "base" clique. Note then that k-tree; are perfect elimination graphs, that is. grapIu G = <Y. E) for which tht.1 e exists an ordering of :he vertex SC:, say 1' = (.I.;} y=, (I YI = 12). such that in the vertex induced subgraph G( Y-[I:, }iz; ) the set is a clique. That is, when i =-I,y, and its adjacent vertices in C; arz a * This work was supported bv the Office of Naval Research und<,r Contract N00(114-67-A-0298-0034. **' Original version received .?2 February 1973.
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Rose, O;r simple cheractdzetions of k-trees c!ique, w'hile for i > 1 :, yi and its adjacent vertices in the subgraph are ii ciique. For the k-tree Tk(n) = :X, E) with Xi as above, the pepfect eli:ni;gation or&ring {vi) F1 is defined simply by _~i = x,+1 _iL Let G = (X, E) bc x graph with c(G) connected components. Retail that a,sepazttor S of G is a ncnempty subset of X such that th e vertex induced subgraph G(X--S) h.as c(G(X-S)) > c(G). For connected G, GfX~-S) has two CK more conuected components, say Ci = (F/i, Eij. The subgraphs G( pi U S) then are: the leaves of G with respect to S. SLnilarly? for x, y E X with .ley 4 E 3n3 x and y in the same component of G, an x, y separator .S is a sepa&or such that x and y are in distinct com-I:onents of G(X-5). Recall also that any minimal zeparstor is a minimal x, _ Y separator for some! x, y E K, but a minimal x, y separator need not be a minimal separator ([ +, Fig. 1 Perfect elimination graphs and their role in the algebraic process of sy;nmetric GaussAn elimination in sparse symmetric matrices has been discussed extensively in [4] . Here we apply a portion of the theory developed there to provide a simple chwacterization of k-trees. The necessity of (iii> was essentially established in [4, p. 201 . I, howeve.;, the presentation given below isclearer. Even in the case k = 1 (trees), the result does not appear to be well known, although in th.is case it follows easily from other characterizations of trees (see 11. Theorem 4.1, p. 32] ). Wet have for trees the following:
Corol'lary 1.2. 14 graph G is a tree iff G is conrlected, wi, Aout triangles, and e IJery ~mifna.! x, y separator is a sirlgle vertex.
ItTo:-a IdiYersnt approach to the characterization of :I-trees via a gen~~~k~tk~I1 of th.: notion of being "acyclic", see [ 21 . Cur presentation dedls mdy with cliques, paths and :;eparators. We now begin the proof of Theorem 1 :I. Let G = (X, E) be a graph with 1x1s n; for any fixed k I tz, we proceed by induction on n. When n = k or n = k + 1, the equivalence of the k-tree definition anId (i)- (iii) is immediate since X of G must then be a clique. Assuming the equivalence for graphs with k + 1 I 1x1 L n-1, we consider a graph with IX\ = n.
N=SSity. G is a k-tree on FZ vertices; let x, be the vertex added to ',he k-tree on n-1 vertices in the recursive definition of G. Hence G(X-x, ) is a k-tree on n-1 vertices. G is comected, and G contains a k-clique but no k + 2 clique since this is true ior G(X-x,) and \Adj ix, )I = k.
It rema.ins to show that every miflmal x, y separator S of G is a kclique. Certainly, x, U Adj (xn ) mus;: be in the same leaf of (7 with respect to S. IfS = Adj(x,), S is a k-cl&x Otherwise, (since E > k + 2) S is a minimal x, y ator of G(X---.v, ), or, if x = .xn, S is 2 minimal a, y separator of G --xn) for some 11 E Ad&). (x) is a clique of G, then G(.X-x) rs a k-tree. !i;lppose S is i\ minimal x, y separator of a k-tree; then ISI = k. If S werL not a minimal separator, it mu<t contain properly a minimal separator, say S, _ which is a minimal u, ;I separator for some II, u E X. But then k = IS, I *< k-1 so S itself must. be a minimal separator. Hence we have :
Cordlary 2.4. For a k-tree, elrer)) mWna1 x, Y separator is a minimal separator.
3. Other characterizations fr::. this section we consider some related results about k-trees. Recall that a &-aph G = (X, .E) is a I:ree iff G is connected and 11:'1 = IXI -1. For a k-tree, Two @hala< terizations involving (3. I ) are presented below. Proof. We note that there exists a perfect elimination ordering, saj X = (x,} r.+ (1x1 = n), by Proposition 2.2. Furthermore, we may assume without. lcsc of generality by [4, Corollary 4, p. 1981 that the k-clique C gux;anteed by (ii) is ordered last; i.e., C = (xi) rZm el with m = IXi--k. Thus ,fxij U Adj(x,) in G(X-{xi) is:) is a clique, 1 5 i < m, and by (ii), I,!idj(x-i)l <. k, Now such adjacency sets for 1 5 i < m in their respective .rlduced subgraphs, cou,At exactly all edges of E except for those G(C). Hence Proof. We sketch the inductive proof, letting G be a graph with I.YI 2 k + 1. Let x be a vertex such that (x) U Adj (x) is a clique (ex=. Istence by Proposition 2.2). Ihen, since G is connected, either X = {u} U Adj (x) and the inequality is satisfied, or Adj (x) is a separation cliaue with lAdj(x)l 2 k by (iii). TJsing induction on G(X-x) = (X', E'), we have Proof. Sufficiency is by incuction and follows by observing that (3.1) implies that lAdj(x)l -k (where -Ix} U Adj(:$ ) IS a cliq;le) and the inequality of Proposition 3.3 for Gt[X.--2;) is an equalicy. Hence by induct-ion on 1x1, G(X-x) is a k-tree, i'nply ing G is a k-tree. 
